Principal Assessor Report 2003
Assessment Panel:

Geography

Qualification area:
Subject(s) and Level(s)
Included in this report

Standard Grade Geography

Statistical information: update
Number of entries in 2002
Pre appeal

21,575
21,944

Number of entries in 2003
Pre appeal

20,996

General comments re entry numbers
Numbers have decreased by 579 on pre appeal numbers for 2002. However they show an increase of
2540 on the 2001 pre appeal figures. At this time post appeal figures are unavailable for further
comment.
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Grade boundaries at C, B and A for each subject area included in the report
Data on grade boundaries and percentage passes are attached on separate sheets with this report.

Comments on grade boundaries for each subject area
In Knowledge and Understanding at Credit level the cut off for grade 1 is 26 marks which represents
78.8% of the marks available in this element. This compares with 88.2% in 2002.
At grade 2 the cut off was 18 which was 54.5% of the marks available. Both of these are very close to
the a-priori marks.
At General level in Knowledge and Understanding the cut off scores of 22 and 17 for grades 3 and 4
represented 64.7% and 50% of the marks available. Again these are well within acceptable limits.
At Foundation level cut off scores in Knowledge and Understanding for grades 5 and 6 were 17 and
13 which represented 65.4% and 50% respectively of the marks available. These were again very
close to the a-priori scores.
In Enquiry skills at Credit level the cut of scores for grades 1 and 2 were 34 and 18 which represented
69.4% and 48.8% of the marks available. These were exceptionally close to the a-priori levels.
At General level for grades 3 and 4, cut off scores of 22 and 18 represented 59.46% and 48.6% of the
marks available.
Foundation level cut-off scores were 25 and 17 which were 69.4% and 47.2% of the marks available.
All of these marks were well within acceptable limits.
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Subject 1260 Geography
Element 1262 Enquiry Skills
Grade for Element
%

Cum.%

Cands

Mark (lowest)

1

19.6

19.6

4112

34

2

24.1

43.7

5054

24

3

24.6

68.3

5172

22

4

11.4

79.7

2395

18

5

10.5

90.2

2201

25

6

6.8

97.0

1426

17

7

3.0

100.0

636
20996

Produced 20th June 2003

---------------------------------------------

Subject 1260 Geography
Element 1261 Knowledge and Understanding

Grade for Element
%

Cum.%

Cands

Mark (lowest)

1

18.9

18.9

3968

264

2

25.2

44.1

5283

18

3

16.3

60.3

3412

22

4

14.8

75.2

3116

17

5

14.9

90.0

3122

17

6

5.0

95.0

1050

13

7

5.0

100.0

1045
20996

Produced 20th June 2003
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Comments on candidate performance
General comments
Performance of candidates at all levels was highly commendable, particularly in Knowledge and
Understanding at Credit level. Candidates showed a sound grasp of ordnance survey mapping skills
at all levels indicating the high quality of preparation by centres in this area of the syllabus. There
was a significant correlation between performance at General and Credit levels in that those
performing well at Credit also performed well at General. There was little evidence of candidates
performing better at Credit than General which indicates that the examinations were set at the
appropriate levels of difficulty. This pattern was repeated at General and Foundation levels.
According to marker’s reports there was a noticeable improvement in candidate’s responses to
gathering and processing questions (ESd and ESe) over previous years. This perhaps indicates that
centres are more comfortable in the teaching of these topics and perhaps that candidates are benefiting
from using past paper questions in their revision and preparation for the operational exams.
Candidates at all levels appeared to find the questions accessible with the vast majority able to
complete all of the questions in the papers. The setting team made great effort to achieve this by
concentrating on mainstream topics within courses in order that candidates are tested, albeit
rigorously, on what they have been taught.
The Foundation paper included more short-answer/multiple choice type questions than in previous
years and candidates appeared to have benefited from this, especially those achieving grade 6.
Nevertheless great efforts were made to ensure that the integrity was not diminished in any way.
Amongst better candidates the quality of detailed, extended written answers appears to have improved
and this is commendable. However, a significant number of markers noted the poor standard of
grammar, spelling, punctuation and writing of many candidates. A large number of candidates were
referred to the Principal Assessor on the basis of writing which was difficult to read so as to avoid any
chance of these candidates being disadvantaged in terms of marks obtained.
Candidates made very good use of resource material provided within questions, again reflecting good
practice by centres preparing candidates in terms of exam technique. However the practice of ‘listing’
and ‘lifting’ in answers remains a problem and candidates forfeit marks as a result.
There was little evidence of candidates being presented at inappropriate levels. At Foundation level
there was a clear distinction between candidates achieving grades 6 and 5. The inability of many
candidates to express themselves in more detailed written responses may well be the most important
factors in this. The cut off scores took account of this at grade 6.
Maintaining the balance within the papers at all levels between the two elements Ku and ES, 17 key
ideas, 8 EGRCs, mark allocations and appropriate levels of difficulty remains a daunting task for the
setting team. That they achieved this was recognised by SQW Senior Staff at the pass mark
procedure and their praise and commendations for the team were very much appreciated.
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Areas of external assessment in which candidates performed well
At Credit level candidates performed best in the following questions:
Q1a ii – Formation of glacial features ; 1c – differences between two river valleys ; le – land use
transect ; Q2 – Weather station ; Q3 – Effects of desertification ; Q6 – Industrial location ; Q7a –
Millennium link ; Q8a – Census taking difficulties in Bolivia
At General level candidates performed well in :
Q1a – Map evidence for CBD of Motherwell ; 1d I – Changes in the industrial area of Motherwell ; le
– Attraction of Strathclyde Country Park ; Q3 – Features of the Stevenson Screen ; Q4a/b Rainforest
climate ; Q5 – Site of a modern port ; Q6b – Moving to developing world city ‘ Q8 – Benefits of aid
programmes At Foundation level best performances included:
Q1a – Identifying map features ; lb – village services ; 1c advantages of industrial site ; 1d – rank
order of hill heights ; 1e – Town functions ; 1h – Gathering techniques ; li Advantages of airport site
Q2a identifying glaciated features ‘ Q3a – Weather elements ; Q3b – Air pressure features ; Q5a
Farming changes ‘ Q7 – Population pyramids ; Q8 – Oil producing/consuming countries.
Note that most of these questions were multiple choice/one word answer type questions.

Areas of external assessment in which candidates had difficulty
At Credit level response was weakest in the following questions:
Q1b – Advantages/Disadvantages of area for national park (many referred to adv/disadv of national
parks for the area) ; Q4 – Influence of River Severn on Shrewsbury ; Q8 – Use of census data in
Bolivia at General level questions included:
Q1d ii Gathering techniques on changing industrial land use ; Q7a – Explanation of distribdution of
world’s largest companies; Q7b – Processing of map data.
At Foundation level weakest responses included:
Q1g – Nature Reserve ; Q4b – Problems of inner city areas ; Q10b – Aid for developing countries.
Note that these questions required more extended writing.
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Recommendations
Feedback to centres
There are no significant issues which became apparent according to marker’s reports. Centres should
continue the good practice of reminding candidates of certain problems which can affect their
performance including:
1.
‘Listing and straight lifting’ especially when questions require detailed responses.
2.
Not carefully reading the instructions within the stem of the questions, especially those which
ask candidates to ‘explain’ rather than ‘describe’.
3.
Writing answers of inappropriate length. The number of marks available and the number of
lines in General and Foundation papers should act as a guide as to length of answer.
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